THE HARMONY OF THE BELLS
Copyright 1961 by Helen Seitter Stocklen

To present bells to Worthy Matron, Worthy Patron, and Star points.

Verses may be given by Marshal or other officer.

Bells in color are presented as follows:

To Worthy Matron:

The bells ring out so rich and clear,
And with them comes another year;
With it our thoughts now turn to you,
With best of luck the whole year through;
And since you are a Belle in name,
Our love will always be the same,
For bells don't change in looks nor tone,
So may you never walk alone.

To Worthy Patron:

This little bell for you was found,
It has a clear melodious sound;
Our bells will bear the news to you,
That through the year we will be true;
So do not worry, fret, or fear,
For we'll have harmony this year.

Star point bells should be in color appropriate to their stations.

To Adah:

This bell for you was chosen to bring a message clear,
That we will have much harmony throughout the coming year;
And when the bells show shades of blue as they will often do,
You may be sure that all of us will be so true to you.

To Ruth:

The golden bells for Ruth ring out in tones so clear and sweet,
They have a message full of love that we could well repeat;
For when we see the yellow glow and hear the bells chime out,
We know humility and love are there without a doubt.

To Esther:

The glitter of the bells of white give music to the air,
They'll ring each day throughout the year, our loyalty to share;
So when we hear the sound of bells and know their tones are clear,
We're sure to find the clear white bells which say our friends are dear.
To Martha:

We love the bells that seem to have a touch of emerald green,
And all their tones give us a faith in things that are unseen;
For when we listen to their chimes and know that they are true,
We have a hope for better things when life for us is through.

To Electa:

We're always looking for the red in bells that ring so clear,
And when we find it we are sure that love is very near;
And when we ring the merry bells where faith and hope abound,
We're sure to know without a doubt that love is always found.

After bells are presented, Marshal returns to her station.

If seven bells with different tones could be rung, one after each verse, would be very effective. The member ringing the bells should be in the background.
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